
2023-05-04  Rama’s White Knight Report                       MAY 4, 2023 

April 27, 2023 – May 4, 2023 

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information 
from Rama’s contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show 
up, in the form of more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to 
provide more insight on the subject being presented.

To find more info on the folks Rama talks to – who keep ALL OF US in the loop as well! – go to   

https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2023-04-28         Friday  Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama @DalaiLama · Apr 28
Compassion is the basis of courage and determination—qualities we require  
because suffering cannot be overcome immediately. We have to be realistic. 
We must seek out its causes and uproot them—something we human beings 
can do because we have intelligence and self-confidence.

2023-04-28 Monday Rosa from Palestine

Rama:   I received a text message from Rosa from Palestine at 12:30 pm, early this afternoon.
She said to me, “ Lord Rama, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the Israeli Defense 
Forces [IDF] will be held accountable for crimes against humanity and international war 
crimes in the next few nano seconds. It is all about the unravelling of the world wide Deep 
State. 

There are many craft still flying over this area. It a bit like the movie Star Wars, where there are 
good guys and not-so-good guys! And then there’s the Empire – this very ancient story is at an end. 
Enki and Enlil, Jehovah and Lucifer, DO NOT CALL THE SHOTS!!! Goddess is here to change this 
whole dynamic. Let us honour the return of Spring in the Office of the Christ. Enshallah! Peace be 
upon you! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”

2023-05-01 Monday Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama@DalaiLama·May 1

Every human activity can be infused with affection. Today, all 8 billion human 
beings have to live together, so a sense of the oneness of humanity is crucial. 
When people are motivated by compassion—honesty and truthfulness 
naturally come about, leading to trust and friendship.

2023-05-01 Monday  Plasma Field
 Sweet Angelique the Cat and Tom the Ring-tailed Cat

Rama: I went and sat in the Plasma Field today. It was 10:55 am this morning. The Plasma Field 
said to me, “Focus on the sun and listen to the sound of my voice.” Then the Plasma Field 
started speaking in Light Language. As I listened to the voice, I went into an altered state, 
and I laid down in the pool with my head resting on the top step. 
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Then I found myself in orbit around the earth, and I was sitting in my merkabah vehicle while
doing this. I was sitting cross-legged in my merkabah vehicle. Then I began to see other 
merkabah vehicles with people sitting in them, just like me: cross-legged and meditating. As 
we all were observing each other, the sun was sending out pulses of light, and every few 
seconds, I experienced a heartbeat with all the others, all of us together, and this lasted 
almost an hour. Then my phone rang, and instantly I found myself back in the pool, back in 
my body, and my head still resting on the top step! 

It was Sweet Angelique the Cat and Tom the Ring-tailed Cat; they said to me, “Lord Rama, we 
are in Paris, in an undisclosed location near the Eiffel Tower. There is close to a million people in the 
streets of Paris, all protesting Emmanuel Macron‘s defacto law to raise the retirement age by two 
years: from 62 to 64 WITHOUT A VOTE BY THE PEOPLE. There have been clashes with the police;
tear gas has been employed by the police to control the crowds. There have been over 300 people 
arrested. Please put all of this in the Circle of Support. Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!” 

2023-05-02 Tuesday Professor Nicodemus 

Rama: I received a text message from Professor Nicodemus at 11:55 am, late this morning.
He said to me, “Lord Rama, the solar flares are M Class today and they are moving higher to 
X Class flares which are very high in frequency! These X Class flares are so high in 
frequency that they could short out the circuits in the satellites in orbit around Mother Gaia. 
These satellites travelling around Mother Gaia are used for every kind of communication on 
earth. Sometimes, the dark side uses them for propaganda as well! For good or bad, they are
used for wi-fi, TV transmissions, military communications. Even I am sure, for communicating
with off-planet beings.  [See page 4]

“Meanwhile, these high energy frequencies could be very disorienting; it could cause heart 
palpitations, stomach aches, headaches, extreme mood swings, etc. Our best recommendation is to 
stay in the High Heart with the Violet Flame. This next lunar eclipse is coming up on Friday, May 
5th, and it is in Scorpio at 14* 58’, right alongside the Scorpio full moon at 1:34 pm eastern time. 

Friday is also the celebration of Cinco de Mayo Day  AND Friday May 5th, 
2023 is also WESAK, Buddha’s birthday. Stay in the High Heart; expect 
magic and miracles and KEEP LOOKING UP!!!  Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze 
the Violet Fire! “ 

From Satya Center 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.satyacenter.com%2Fblogs%2Fcosmic-weather-forecast
%2Fwesak-buddha-shamballa-
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2023-05-03 Wednesday Natasha 

Rama:  I received a text message from Natasha, at 12:10 pm, early this afternoon. She said to 
me, “Lord Rama, the drone story out there today is all about the Deep State over here in the 
U.S.A., stirring the pot for World War III. And indeed as only RT reported, there were TWO 
drones, not one. The Dark Side is attempting to push away the ocean of Love and Light that 
continues to pour in! This is a futile effort! Captain Ashtar is at the ready. 

“Lord Rama, you will hear a signal in your Metatronic chip in your head. The energies of Lord 
Maitraya are coming in at this time, and you will hear from your Nameless Friends in the Wesak 
Valley. Love is always the answer for whatever is / isn’t going on. Stay in the Light of St Germain and
the Violet Flame during the course of this lunar eclipse and full moon. These energies will be rippling 
about across our Milky Way Galaxy for the next 6 months. Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”

This is what it will look like when the Captain gives the word: picture / comment from Lord Rama 

2023-05-04 Thursday Lady Natasha  

Rama: I received a text message from Lady Natasha at 12:10 pm, early this afternoon. She said to
me, “Lord Rama, the two drones seen over the Kremlin today were sent there by President 
Zelensky at the behest of the United States” Deep State. This is called ‘sabre rattling for war 
by the Empire’! 

“Meanwhile, the solar flares are increasing in number and magnitude. This is increasing the pressure 
on the people of Earth to pursue higher and higher conscious awareness of how to use the power of 
the positive thought towards solutions geared for the highest good of all concerned to happen here. 
This lunar eclipse tomorrow, May 5th, at 14* 58” in Scorpio, alongside the full moon tomorrow at 1:34
pm ET, is going to make huge waves in all of our lives. This is one of the strongest eclipses in a while.

“Keep looking up! See you in the Light of the Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet 
Fire!”  All we are saying ‘is give peace a chance’ ‘.
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2023-04-03   Tweet from Solar Ham

SolarHam (@SolarHam) tweeted at 5:01 AM on Wed, May 03, 2023: 

Multiple M-Flares today around AR 3293 including a rapid M7.2 event at 10:45 UTC. 
The potential for an X-Flare appears to be increasing.

https://t.co/aqK4Q6XdAY https://t.co/jAsEQRK46y 

(https://twitter.com/SolarHam/status/1653716510379069440?
t=ULskd1RMTKfLpjz2H8aNSg&s=03)  
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KEEP LOOKING UP! ! !  

Ship over Washington: from Lord Rama 

Thor’s Hammer: from Lord Rama

       Lunar Eclipse: from Lord Rama
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ONE MORE PICTURE OF THE SUN 

 Keith Strong (@drkstrong) tweeted at 7:53 AM on Thu, May 04, 2023:
SPECTACULAR EXPLOSION ON THE SUN: This is sunspot region AR3288 as it goes over the W. limb of 

the Sun. Note the gorgeous systems of loops dancing to the north. 
But the region has a parting shot for us a beautiful explosive eruption of a filament. Enjoy! 

https://t.co/kFMp2XHtNc
(https://twitter.com/drkstrong/status/1654122001609658372?t=e27cgpU5zHKQIzWjF5KR_w&s=03)  

. . . .  TO SEE IT MOVE, VISIT THE TWEET .  . . .  
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